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Clear 

Ice Machines

Superior engineering and designed for luxury, your entertainment is effortless with Sapphire Appliances. 
Whether indoors or outdoors, Sapphire Appliances keep you cooler faster.
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Welcome to the World of Sapphire
Discover the latest in innovation and design technology that was developed specifically for you 
and built to adapt to your environment. Sapphire’s complete product line with detailed design, 
precise integration and unsurpassed performance sets a new standard in built-in undercounter 
ice-making and cooling products.

Sapphire is the newest addition to The Legacy Companies (TLC) portfolio of residential and
commercial brands. TLC, a global leader based in Florida, is beyond equipped to tackle the 
challenges faced with integrated installation, flexibility and design which had not been resolved.  
Our development team consisted of five industry leaders from the undercounter ice machines 
and refrigeration product segment. Our observation was clear: The market doesn’t need just 
“another” undercounter product. Most brands have treated the built-in undercounter segment 
as a filler to a line of appliances with limited innovation and thought. In many cases, the product 
is sourced from factories based on what they already produced.  

The result: Sapphire. A product that not only exuded beauty and a refined look but also worked 
seamlessly into any environment and situation. Sapphire was created to be a leader in the 
industry – not just another brand extension, but a singular line that was entirely focused on what 
it takes to be the best in the undercounter space. Designing, engineering and manufacturing our 

product in our own factory!

With all the aspects of development and manufacturing  under one roof, the Sapphire family 

of products works perfectly for the cook, the craft cocktail maker, entertainer and family for 
installation indoors, outdoors or ADA height applications.

The attention to design detail is evident from top to bottom, inside and out. From the beautiful 
signature Sapphire blue interior, seamless integration, door and handle design, shelves and bins, 
elegant lighting, Sapphire’s precious elements are unmistakable. 

For more stunning details, see each product page for further highlights.
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Space Management.  
Life Changes. Accessibility. 

Accessorize your Sapphire. The ability to manage a variety of wine bottles and can sizes in 
addition to other storage needs is at the forefront of Sapphire design. Sapphire models have  
been engineered with cantilevered racking systems and interchangeable inserts, making it easy  
to adapt for your current food and beverage storage needs as your preferences evolve over time.  

With multiple rack locations, the racking system allows you to choose from wine racks, 
tempered glass shelves and chrome-plated wire shelves if out of the box configurations are not 
ideal for your current needs. Of course, as your food and beverage demands change, you can 

adapt your unit with the appropriate racks and insert accessories to fit your new needs.  

All racks and shelves are full extension glide-out – making access to your food and beverage items 
easy and convenient, even if items are hidden in the back. The LED lighting illuminates through 
the shelves and racks, allowing you to clearly see what is inside. 

SPECIALTY
WINE RACK 
INSERT

STANDARD 

WINE RACK 
INSERT

CHROME 
WIRED SHELF 
INSERT

TEMPERED
GLASS SHELF 
INSERT

750 ml 

750 ml 
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The Right Fit.

Sapphire models are sized and engineered  to allow precise zero clearance for flush installation for 
unmatched integration into a standard 24" depth cabinet in any inset, frameless or overlay face- 
framed style cabinetry. This is accomplished by designing products to the same measurements as 
cabinet dimensions. Combine articulating hinges, adjustable toe kicks, panel-ready models and you 
have a product that will precisely and seamlessly install into your cabinets and design lines.  

All Sapphire products are panel-ready for your ¾" custom door panel and handle. They include an 
adaptable grille design which allows meticulous alignment with adjacent cabinetry and the option to 
design a continuous cabinet toe kick. If a stainless-steel finish is a design requirement, these models 
will also precisely install within your cabinetry and toe kick, creating their own fashion statement.

Sapphire Panel-Ready products allow for adding a panel or frame of up to 25 lbs. (more than any 
other competitor).
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Fits like a Cabinet, Not an Appliance.

Stainless Steel

Panel Ready
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https://www.sapphireappliances.com/collections/clear-ice-machines/products/siim15-indoor-15-clear-ice-machine


Click Link to 
go to product 
page website

https://www.sapphireappliances.com/collections/clear-ice-machines/products/siim15-indoor-15-clear-ice-machine
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https://www.sapphireappliances.com/collections/clear-ice-machines/products/siim15-indoor-15-slab-ice-machine


Click Link to 
go to product 
page website
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Click Link to 
go to product 
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Click Link to 
go to product 
page website
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https://www.sapphireappliances.com/collections/wine/products/siim15-single-zone-wine


Click Link to 
go to product 
page website
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Click Link to 
go to product 
page website
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Click Link to 
go to product 
page website
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https://www.sapphireappliances.com/collections/beverage-center-glass-door/products/siim24-glass-door-refrigerator


Click Link to 
go to product 
page website
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https://www.sapphireappliances.com/collections/beverage-center-glass-door/products/siim24-ada-glass-door-refrigerator


Click Link to 
go to product 
page website

https://www.sapphireappliances.com/
https://www.sapphireappliances.com/collections/beverage-center-glass-door/products/siim24-ada-glass-door-refrigerator
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https://www.sapphireappliances.com/collections/refrigerators/products/15-indoor-refrigerator


Click Link to 
go to product 
page website

https://www.sapphireappliances.com/
https://www.sapphireappliances.com/collections/refrigerators/products/15-indoor-refrigerator
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Click Link to 
go to product 
page website
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https://www.sapphireappliances.com/collections/refrigerators/products/24-ada-refrigerator


Click Link to 
go to product 
page website
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https://www.sapphireappliances.com/collections/refrigerators/products/24-ada-refrigerator


https://www.sapphireappliances.com/collections/refrigerators/products/24-outdoor-refrigerator


Click Link to 
go to product 
page website
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https://www.sapphireappliances.com/collections/refrigerators/products/24-outdoor-refrigerator
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https://www.sapphireappliances.com/collections/refrigerator-drawers/products/24-indoor-refrigerator-drawers


Click Link to 
go to product 
page website

https://www.sapphireappliances.com/
https://www.sapphireappliances.com/collections/refrigerator-drawers/products/24-indoor-refrigerator-drawers


https://www.sapphireappliances.com/collections/refrigerator-drawers/products/24-outoor-refrigerator-drawers


Click Link to 
go to product 
page website
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https://www.sapphireappliances.com/collections/refrigerator-drawers/products/24-outoor-refrigerator-drawers
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Engineered 
to manage 
a variety of 

refrigerated 

needs.

Available with 
wine racks, 
tempered 
glass shelves 

and chrome- 
plated wire 
shelves.
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Part Number Material Description

A 601564 Stainless Steel 15" Full-Extension Shelf Frame

B 617063 Powder Coated Steel 15" Standard (750 ml) Wine Rack Insert

C 617064 Powder Coated Steel 15" Specialty (750 ml) Wine Rack Insert

D 674001 Tempered Glass 15" Tempered Glass Shelf Insert

Accessories for 15" Units

A. 15" Full-Extension Shelf Frame

C. 15" Specialty (750 ml) Wine Rack Insert

B. 15" Standard (750 ml) Wine Rack Insert

D. 15" Tempered Glass Shelf Insert

Accessories

All specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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Part Number Material Description

E 601484 Stainless Steel 24" Full-Extension Shelf Frame

F 617059 Powder Coated Steel 24" Standard (750 ml) Wine Rack Insert

G 617060 Powder Coated Steel 24" Specialty (750 ml) Wine Rack Insert

H 674000 Tempered Glass 24" Tempered Glass Shelf Insert

I 617066 Chrome 24" Chrome Wire Shelf Insert

J 601503 Replacement Water Filter, Ice Machine

Accessories for 24" Units

E. 24" Full-Extension Shelf Frame

G. 24" Specialty (750 ml) Wine Rack Insert I. 24" Chrome Wire Shelf Insert

F. 24" Standard (750 ml) Wine Rack Insert

H. Tempered Glass Shelf Insert

All specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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